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1 Introduction

One important goal of cryptography is to ensure confidentiality by providing secure
communications via encryption. To prove the security of different encryption
schemes, a formalized model is used: Adversaries play “games” that model specific
attacks against a challenger. In the main part of these games, the adversary
chooses two messages of equal length; one of these is encrypted by the challenger
and the ciphertext is given to the adversary. The adversary then has to guess
which of his messages has been encrypted. Different attack types are modeled
in the strength of the adversary – the stronger the attack, the more possibilities
the adversary has. Furthermore, we only consider probabilistic polynomial-time
adversaries.

The weakest attack is the so called eavesdropping attack in which the adversary
only knows his two messages and the encryption of one message – and in the
case of public key encryption the corresponding public key. If the adversary can
distinguish between the encryptions of his messages with a probability that is
only negligible better than random guessing, the encryption scheme is called to
have indistinguishable encryptions in the presence of an eavesdropper. In a chosen
plaintext attack, the adversary either is given access to an encryption oracle or a
public key [KL07, p. 338ff].

In a chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA), the adversary gains access to a decryption
oracle in addition to his ability to encrypt messages. There are only two restric-
tion in this game: The adversary has a runtime limit and must not submit the
challenge ciphertext to the decryption oracle after it was chosen – otherwise the
attacker would always win. An encryption scheme that is secure in this case has
indistinguishable encryptions in the presence of a chosen ciphertext attack [KL07,
p. 103]. CCA-indistinguishability implies that an adversary is unable to “logically
manipulate” a given ciphertext, i.e. every result of that manipulation is either an
invalid ciphertext or has no relation to the original message [KL07, p. 104].

There are basically two different types of encryption schemes. In a symmetric
scheme, the participants need a secure channel to share a secret key in advance
which is used for both encryption and decryption. In asymmetric schemes on
the other hand, no secure channel to share keys is needed. Every participant
has two keys: A public key which is used for encryption and a secret key which
is used for decryption. Unfortunately, both symmetric and asymmetric schemes
have drawbacks: Whereas symmetric schemes are often very fast, they require a
previously shared key; asymmetric schemes on the other hand can be very slow
when used for very long messages.

Therefore, hybrid encryption schemes are often used in practice. In a “straight-
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1. Introduction

forward” hybrid scheme the message is encrypted using a symmetric scheme and
a randomly chosen one-time key k. Then, k is encrypted using the public key
encryption scheme [KL07, p. 347]. One drawback of this straightforward approach
is that in general these hybrid encryption schemes are CCA-indistinguishable only
when the underlying asymmetric and symmetric encryption schemes both are
CCA-indistinguishable [CS03].

Fujisaki and Okamoto introduced a transformation that removes this restriction
[FO99, FO13]: CCA-indistinguishable hybrid encryption schemes can be obtained
from encryption schemes that have much weaker security notions than CCA-
indistinguishability: The symmetric scheme needs to be one-time secure which
means that the scheme has secure encryption in the presence of an eavesdropper
when every key is used only once [FO13, p. 89]. The asymmetric scheme on the
other hand only has to be a one-way encryption scheme. This means that an
adversary A has only a negligible probability to find any correct plaintext to a
given ciphertext c, i.e. A outputs an m that - when encrypted - can result in c
[FO13, p. 87f].

The Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) scheme obtained by applying the Fujisaki-Okamoto
Transformation (FOT) uses some hash functions which are modeled as random
oracles in the security proof. A random oracle is an idealized model of crypto-
graphic hash functions. Informally, a random oracle can be described as a public,
randomly-chosen function that can be evaluated by “querying” values to it; for
every query the oracle returns a value which is picked uniformly at random from
its range. The Random Oracle Model (ROM) is called a “middle ground between
a fully-rigorous proof of security [...] and no proof”[KL07, p. 460f].

The basic definitions and techniques will be explained in Chapter 2. This chap-
ter provides the requirements to convert the notation in [FO13] to a more standard
notation like the notation used in [KL07]. The reader is also introduced to the
game-hopping technique and the ROM. The Fujisaki-Okamoto Transformation
then will be introduced in Chapter 3. Its usage will be motivated and a proof
of its CCA-security in the ROM will be given. Different versions of the Fujisaki-
Okamoto Transformation will be compared to each other. Finally, a one-time pad
based variant of the Fujisaki-Okamoto will be investigated.
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2 Foundations

This section is used to provide the foundations necessary to understand the Fujisaki-
Okamoto Transformation. First, we will introduce the notation. Then, after
presenting a definition of encryption schemes, we will introduce the security defi-
nitions used in this thesis.

2.1 Notation and Basic Definitions

In this section we firstly provide the notation. We will also give some basic defi-
nitions and some lemmas.

Logarithm log x is used to denote the binary logarithm log2 x.

Bit-length Let x be a bit string. We denote by |x| the bit-length of x.

Concatenation Denote by “a ‖ b” the concatenation of two bit strings a and b.
We assume that the concatenation a ‖ b can be parsed into a and b again.

Deterministic algorithm We will use y := A(x) to denote “y is the result of a
deterministic algorithm A executed on input x”.

Randomness In many experiments, elements need to be picked uniformly at
random from finite set R. We denote by r ← R the experiment of “picking r
uniformly at random from the finite set R”.

Probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithm is a randomized algorithm which runs in time polynomial in n, where
n is a security parameter. A may sample random coins r ← R to be used in its
computations, where R is specified in the description of the algorithm. We write

y ← A(x)

to denote that the random variable y is defined as the output of A when run on
input x and with fresh random coins r ← R. [HK09, 316]
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2. Foundations

For convenience we also define a deterministic variant of executing A. The
random coins can be sampled beforehand and passed to A as a parameter:

y := A(x; r).

In this variant, A does not draw new random coins and is deterministic. For
better readability we will separate the random coins from the normal parameters
by semicolon.

Output set We will use [A(x)] to denote the set of all possible outputs of the
PPT algorithm A that samples random coins r ← R on input x, i.e.

[A(x)] := {y | ∃r ∈ R : y = A(x; r)},

where the set R is specified in the description of the algorithm.

Probabilities Let A be a probabilistic algorithm and let Y be a random variable
fo the output of algorithm A on input (x1, . . . , xn). We will use the following
notation to denote the “probability that the output of A executed on (x1, . . . , xn)
is equal to y”. Note that we have two alternatives to write this probability as we
can sample the random coins of A beforehand.

Pr[Y = y : y ← A(x1, . . . , xn)] = Pr[Y = y : y := A(x1, . . . , xn; r); r ← R]

Negligibility A function ε is negligible if for every polynomial p(n) there exists
an N ∈ N such that for all integers n > N it holds that

ε(n) <
1

p(n)
.

For convenience we will use ε to denote negligible functions.

Oracle access Oracle access of an algorithm A to some algorithm B means that
Amay query B to compute a function. Amay submit queries with the argument x
to the B and will receive B(x) in return. Querying the oracle is one computational
step for A because the computation of B(x) is done by the oracle. We will write
this as AB(·). If A has oracle access to multiple algorithms B and C we will write
this as AB(·),C(·).

Experiments Experiments are modeled as games between an adversary and a
challenger. We will now look at a contrived experiment ExperimentA,C(n) to fix
the notation. Note that A denotes the adversary and C denotes the challenger.
Let f(x) denote a secret function with domain and range {0, . . . , n} which is only
known to the challenger, but not to the adversary. Let Ωf be the set of such
functions, i.e. Ωf := {{0, . . . , n} → {0, . . . , n}}.
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2.2 Encryption Schemes

The example experiment Experiment(n):

1. C: f ← Ωf

2. x1, x2 ← A(1n) with x1, x2 ∈ {0, . . . , n}

3. C: b← {0, 1}; c∗ := f(xb).

4. b′ ← A(c∗)

5. The output of this experiment is defined to be 1 if b = b′, or 0 otherwise.
This is written as Experiment(n) = 1 or Experiment(n) = 0 respectively.

This experiment reads as “The challenger initializes the game by choosing a
function f ∈ Ωf uniformly at random. The so-called security parameter n is
then given to the adversary. The adversary chooses two values x1 and x2 from the
domain of f . The adversary then gives x1 and x2 to the challenger. The challenger
picks a bit b and assigns the result of f(xb) to the challenge c∗. After fixing the
challenge, the adversary A is given c∗ and outputs another bit b′. The adversary
wins if he guessed the challenger’s bit b correctly.”. Note, that we use the same
adversary A in Steps 2 and 4 – A therefore remembers x1 and x2 and all other
information he could retrieve in 2.

In experiments that are used to define some security notion for an encryption
scheme Π, we will write ExperimentA,C(n) instead. For convenience, all chal-
lenges are marked with a star, i.e. c∗ is a challenge. Also we will mark every part
of the challenge except for b and the adversary’s input with a star.

Working with negligible functions In some cases we want to know if a function
ε′ is negligible. We then try to construct an inequation to relate ε′ to some
negligible function ε and apply the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let ε1 and ε2 be negligible functions. Let p(n) denote an arbitrary
polynomial. Then the functions ε3 and ε4 defined below are also negligible [KL07,
57]:

ε3(n) := ε1(n) + ε2(n)

ε4(n) := p(n) · ε1(n)

2.2 Encryption Schemes

This section will present definitions for symmetric and asymmetric encryption
schemes. Based on these definitions we will give the security definitions used in
this thesis and define the Fujisaki-Okamoto Transformation. We will first define
three important sets for encryption schemes.
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2. Foundations

Definition 2.2 (Message Space). Denote byM the set of all messages that can be
encrypted by a specified encryption scheme. The message space is usually defined
by the security parameters of the encryption scheme.

Definition 2.3 (Ciphertext Space). Denote by C the set of possible inputs of
the decryption algorithm. The ciphertext space is usually defined by the security
parameters of the encryption scheme.

We will need to use the coin space of an encryption algorithm in the definition of
well-spread encryption and the definition of the Fujisaki-Okamoto Transformation.

Definition 2.4 (Coin Space of an encryption algorithm). Denote by R the coin-
space of an encryption algorithm. The encryption algorithm draws new random
coins r ∈ R on every execution. Note that R may be the empty set – then the
encryption algorithm is purely deterministic.

We will give the definition of symmetric encryption schemes and introduce some
semantics. The following definition of asymmetric encryption schemes and later
definitions will be kept brief because they are similar. Note, that it is common
practice to write the key which is used in encryption or decryption as an index
and not as function parameter.

Definition 2.5 (Symmetric encryption schemes [KL07, 60]). A symmetric en-
cryption scheme Π is a tuple of three PPT algorithms (Gen,Enc,Dec) such that:

Gen(1n): The key-generation algorithm Gen takes as input the security parameter
encoded in a bit-string of length n that consists purely of ones. The key-
generation algorithm outputs a key k; we write this as k ← Gen(1n).

Enck(m): The encryption algorithm Enc takes as input a key k ∈ [Gen(1n)] and
a plaintext message m ∈ M, and outputs a ciphertext c. Since Enc may be
randomized, we write this as c← Enck(m).

Deck(c): The decryption algorithm Dec takes as input a key k ∈ [Gen(1n)] and
a ciphertext c, and outputs a message m′ ∈ M or a special symbol ⊥6∈ M
denoting failure. We assume that Dec is deterministic, therefore we write
m′ := Deck(c).

Correctness: We will require that for every n, every k ∈ [Gen(1n)], and every
m ∈M it holds that Deck(Enck(m)) = m [KL07, 60].

We will assume without loss of generality that |k| ≥ n. This assures that the
encryption and decryption algorithms are given input of length polynomial in n.
We also assume, that Gen(1n) select a key k uniformly at random from the key
space, i.e. k ← Gen(1n) is equivalent to k ← [Gen(1n)].

Definition 2.6 (Asymmetric encryption schemes [KL07, 336f]). An asymmetric
encryption scheme Π is a tuple of PPT algorithms (Gen,Enc,Dec) such that:
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2.3 Security Definitions

Gen(1n): (pk, sk)← Gen(1n). We refer to pk as public key and sk as secret key.

Encpk(m): c← Encpk(m) for m ∈M and (pk, ·) ∈ [Gen(1n)].

Decsk(c): m′ := Decsk(c) for c ∈ C and (·, sk) ∈ [Gen(1n)]. m′ may be a special
symbol ⊥ denoting failure.

Correctness: We will assume that for a large enough n ∈ N, every (pk, sk) ∈
[Gen(1n)] and every m ∈M we have Decsk (Encpk(m)) = m [FO13, 85].

A more theoretical correctness assumption states that the probability of a de-
cryption error on an encrypted message is negligible when using asymmetric en-
cryption schemes, i.e.

Pr[Decsk (Encpk(m)) 6= m] ≤ ε(n)

with ε being a negligible function [KL07, 337]. Note that most practically used
schemes fulfill our correctness assumption. We also assume that pk and sk each
have length at least n, and that n can be determined from pk and sk1.

Notes about ciphertext space The set of valid ciphertexts Cvalid is the output
set of the encryption algorithm. It may be a subset of the ciphertext space, i.e.
Cvalid ⊆ C. Cvalid

2.3 Security Definitions

In this section we will introduce the security definitions that we need to under-
stand the Fujisaki-Okamoto Transformation. First we will introduce the standard
security notions: Eavesdropping indistinguishability, chosen plaintext indistin-
guishability, and chosen ciphertext indistinguishability. Based on these properties
we will explain the “non-standard” security notion called one-way asymmetric
encryption. We will also investigate a property called γ-spread.

The definitions for eavesdropping indistinguishability, chosen plaintext indistin-
guishability, and chosen ciphertext indistinguishability are based on [KL07] and
have been adapted to use the (t, ε) notation as in [FO13]. In [KL07] this notation
is also shortly mentioned but quickly switch to the so-called asymptotic approach:
An encryption scheme Π is called secure if for all PPT adversaries there exists a
negligible function ε such that

Pr[ExperimentA,Π(n) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ ε(n),

1This property is needed in some simulations.
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2. Foundations

where ε is often called the advantage of the adversary. Example 2.7 shows some
potential values for t and ε. This example is only given to give some basic un-
derstanding of the (t, ε)-notation. We will not use concrete values outside of
examples.

Example 2.7. This example is based on [KL07, 50ff]. Assume that there is a
(t, ε)-secure encryption scheme for some security notion, where

tasy(n) = n3 minutes and

εasy(n) = 220−n.

This informally means that an adversary A running for n3 minutes has an ad-
vantage of 240−n. Table 2.7 shows some example values for such a scheme. One

Table 2.1: Example values for a (n3, 240−n)-secure scheme

n tasy(n) εasy(n)
≤ 40 ≤ 44, 44 days 1

45 63.28 days 2−5

80 355, 56 days 2−40

100 1, 90 years 2−60

120 3, 29 years 2−80

can easily see, that n ≤ 40 is a very insecure choice: The scheme can be broken
with probability 1 in around 44 days. One can use this table to choose a value for
n, depending on the security level to achieve. For some low security application,
it may be sufficient that an adversary running for 63 days has an advantage of
2−5 = 1

32
which would be the case for n = 45. A high level security application

may require that an adversary succeeds at most with probability 2−60 which would
require n ≥ 100.

2.3.1 Eavesdropping Attack

The weakest of the standard security notions we will use in this theses is the
eavesdropping indistinguishability (EAV). This notion is used to show that an
adversary that eavesdrops on a ciphertext cannot easily distinguish between en-
cryptions of two different messages – even if the adversary can choose those mes-
sages himself. Formally, this is modeled in a game between an adversary and a
challenger.

The eavesdropping indistinguishability experiment PrivKeav
A,Π(n):

1. C: k ← Gen(1n).

2. m0,m1 ← A(1n) with m0,m1 ∈M and |m0| = |m1|.

8



2.3 Security Definitions

3. C: b← {0, 1}; c∗ ← Enck(mb). c
∗ is called challenge ciphertext.

4. b′ ← A(c∗).

5. The output of PrivKeav
A,Π(n) is defined to be 1 if b = b′, and 0 otherwise.

If PrivKeav
A,Π(n) = 1, we say that A succeeded. Based on the experiment above,

we will define eavesdropping indistinguishability:

Definition 2.8 (Eavesdropping indistinguishability). Let Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec)
be a symmetric encryption scheme. The encryption scheme Π is called (t, ε)-EAV
secure if for every polynomial t-time adversary A there exists a negligible function
ε such that

Pr[PrivKeav
A,Π(n) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ ε(n).

2.3.2 Chosen-Plaintext Attack

The chosen-plaintext attack is a stronger notion of security than eavesdropping.
In a chosen plaintext attack, the adversary is able to obtain the encryptions for
messages of his choice. In the case of symmetric encryption, the adversary gets
access to an encryption oracle Enck(·). In an asymmetric scheme, the adversary
knows the public key pk and can encrypt messages on his own.

CPA indistinguishability experiment PubKcpa
A,Π(n):

1. C: (pk, sk)← Gen(1n).

2. m0,m1 ← A(pk) with m0,m1 ∈M and |m0| = |m1|.
3. C: b← {0, 1}; c∗ ← Encpk(mb).

4. b′ ← A(c∗).

5. The output of PubKcpa
A,Π(n) is defined to be 1 if b = b′, and 0 otherwise.

Furthermore we will give the definition of CPA indistinguishability as in [KL07,
339].

Definition 2.9 (CPA indistinguishability). Let Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec) be an asym-
metric encryption scheme and let A be an adversary that works on Π. The encryp-
tion scheme Π is called (t, ε)-CPA secure if, for every polynomial t-time adversary
A there exists a negligible function ε such that

Pr[PubKcpa
A,Π(n) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ ε(n).

Lemma 2.10. Deterministic encryption schemes cannot be CPA-secure.

Proof of Lemma 2.10. A chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) adversary can compute
the encryptions of m0 and m1 in Step 4 of the CPA indistinguishability experi-
ment. These encryption can then be compared to the challenge ciphertext and
the adversary always succeeds.
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2. Foundations

2.3.3 Chosen-Ciphertext Attack

The CCA is the strongest notion of security we will work with. In addition to
his access to the public key pk or an encryption oracle, the adversary is now
granted access to a decryption oracle. He may contrive possible ciphertexts (or
use ciphertexts he knows) to request their decryption. The only limitations of the
adversary are the given runtime limit and that the decryption of the challenge
ciphertext must not be requested.

The chosen-ciphertext indistinguishability experiment PubKcca
A,Π(n):

1. C: (pk, sk)← Gen(1n).

2. m0,m1 ← ADecsk(·)(pk) with m0,m1 ∈M and |m0| = |m1|.

3. C: b← {0, 1}; c∗ ← Encpk(mb).

4. b′ ← ADecsk(·)(c∗).
ADecsk(·)(c∗) is not allowed to submit c∗ to the decryption oracle.

5. The output of PubKcca
A,Π(n) is defined to be 1 if b = b′, and 0 otherwise.

Similar to the definitions of eavesdropping and chosen plaintext indistinguisha-
bility, we will now adapt the definition of chosen ciphertext indistinguishability
[KL07, 371] to the notation of [FO13, 89].

Definition 2.11 (CCA indistinguishability). Let Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec) be an
asymmetric encryption scheme and let A be an adversary against Π. An adversary
is called a (t, qDec) if it is a t-time adversary that accesses the decryption oracle
at most qDec times. The encryption scheme Π is called (t, qDec, ε)-CCA secure if,
for every polynomial (t, qDec)-adversary A there exists a negligible function ε such
that

Pr[PubKcca
A,Π(n) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ ε(n).

2.3.4 Well-Spread Encryption

Well-spread encryption is a term defined in [FO13, 88]. In this section we will
give the basics to understand the definition of well-spread encryption as well as
further explanation on its meaning. At the end of the section we will give different
examples of this notion in practice.

We will start with some foundations. Let ‖ X ‖∞ denote the infinity norm of a
probability space X on a finite set S, i.e.,

‖ X ‖∞:= max
a∈S

Pr[x = a : x← X].

The infinity norm can be described as the probability of the most likeliest event
in probability space X. In the case of encryption, we are interested in how well the

10



2.3 Security Definitions

outputs of the encryption algorithm are distributed in the corresponding output
set. Remember that R is the random coin space. We then adapt the infinity
norm as the probability of the most likeliest ciphertext c when encrypting a fixed
message m ∈M with a fixed public key pk:

‖ Encpk(m) ‖∞:= max
c∈C

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← R] (2.1)

Based on the adapted infinity norm, we will define the function

Γ(pk,m) := − log ‖ Encpk(m) ‖∞

to be used in the definition of γ-spread.

Definition 2.12 (γ-spread [FO13, 88]). An asymmetric encryption scheme Π is
called γ-spread if we have

Γ(pk,m) ≥ γ(n)

for every (pk, sk) ∈ Gen(1n) and every m ∈ M. The scheme is said to be “well-
spread” if γ(n) = ω(log n).

Above definition can be rephrased into the following Corollary.

Corollary 2.13. Let Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec) be an asymmetric encryption scheme
with message space M and random coin space R. Π is called γ-spread if for all
(pk, sk) ∈ [Gen(1n)] and every m ∈M, for all c ∈ C we have

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← R] ≤ 2−γ(n),

and the number of possible encryptions for every m ∈M is at least 2γ(n).

As one can see in this corollary, γ-spread can be seen as a measurement for the
minimum number of random bits used in the encryption algorithm.

Proof of Corollary 2.13. We will start with the definition of γ-spread:

Γ(pk,m) = − log ‖ Encpk(m) ‖∞= log
1

‖ Encpk(m) ‖∞
≥ γ(n)

After applying Equation 2.1 we have

log
1

max
c∈C

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← R]
≥ γ(n).

By exponentiating the inequation we get

1

max
c∈C

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← R]
≥ 2γ(n).

11
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And therefore we finally get

max
c∈C

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← R] ≤ 1

2γ(n)
. (2.2)

The encryption algorithm cannot fail for valid (pk, ·) ∈ [Gen(1n)] and m ∈ M
and therefore we have∑

c∈C

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← R] = 1. (2.3)

To fulfill both Inequation 2.2 and Equation 2.3, there must be at least 2γ(n) dif-
ferent ciphertexts for every message m.

According to [FO13, 90], any asymmetric encryption scheme Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec)
that is γ-spread and OWE-secure can be transformed to a (γ+γ′)-spread encryp-
tion scheme Π′ = (Gen′, Enc′, Dec′) by appending random coins r′ ∈ {0, 1}γ′ to
the end of the encrypted message, i.e. the encryption algorithm works as follows:

1. r ← R

2. r′ ← {0, 1}γ′

3. cm := Encpk(m; r)

4. Output c′m := cm ‖ r′

The adapted decryption algorithm removes the last γ′(n) bits from c and then
executes Decsk on the remaining bits. As one can see, this method is a simple
way to increase the γ-spread of an encryption scheme. Therefore we will state the
following corollary.

Corollary 2.14. There is a transformation to increase transform any γ-spread
asymmetric encryption scheme to a (γ + γ′)-spread encryption scheme.

In the following paragraphs, we will investigate the γ values for some standard
schemes: Textbook RSA and ELGamal.

Definition 2.15 (Textbook RSA [KL07, 355f]). Let GenRSA be a PPT algorithm
that, on input 1n outputs N = pq where p and q are n-bit primes, along with
integers e, d satisfying ed = 1 mod (p− q)(q − 1).

Gen(1n) Generate a key pair (pk, sk) as follows:

1. (N, e, d)← GenRSA(1n)

2. pk := (N, e)

3. sk := (N, d)

4. return (pk, sk)

12



2.3 Security Definitions

Encpk(m) On input pk = (N, e) and m ∈ Z∗N , return

c := [me mod N ] .

Decsk(c) On input sk = (N, d) and c ∈ Z∗N , return

m′ :=
[
cd mod N

]
.

The textbook-RSA encryption scheme uses a deterministic encryption algorithm
as displayed in Definition 2.15. Therefore textbook RSA is a 0-spread encryption
scheme, i.e. γ(n) = 0:

Γ(pk,m) = − log max
c∈Z∗N

Pr[c = Encpk(m)] = − log 1 = 0

The ElGamal encryption scheme is randomized; its definition as in [KL07, 364f]
is given below.

Definition 2.16 (ElGamal). Let GenGroup(1n) be a PPT algorithm that outputs
a tuple (G, q, g) where G is a cyclic group of order q (with bit-length |q| = n) and
g as a generator of G.

Gen(1n): Generate a key pair (pk, sk) as follows:

1. (G, q, g)← GenGroup(1n)

2. x← Zq
3. h := gx

4. pk := (G, q, g, h)

5. sk := (G, q, g, x)

6. return (pk, sk)

Encpk(m): On input pk = (G, q, g, h) and m ∈ G:

1. r ← Zq
2. cm := hr ·m
3. cr := gr

4. return c := cm ‖ cr

Decsk(c): On input sk = (G, q, g, x) and c = cm ‖ cr:
1. m = cm/c

x
r

2. return m

13



2. Foundations

Lemma 2.17. Let G be a finite group and let m ∈ G be an arbitrary element.
Then choosing random g ← G and setting g′ := g ·m gives the same distribution
for g′ as choosing random g′ ← G. I.e. for any g∗ ∈ G

Pr[m · g = g∗ : g ← G] =
1

|G| .

With the definition of the encryption algorithm and Lemma 2.17, we can com-
pute the γ-spread of the ElGamal encryption scheme.

Γ(pk,m) = − log max
c∈G×G

Pr[c = Encpk(m; r) : r ← Zq]

= − log max
cm∈G,cr∈G

Pr[(cm, cr) = (hr ·m, gr) : r ← Zq] (2.4)

For every tuple of the form

(cm, cr) = (hr ·m, gr),

there is at most one r ∈ Zq that fulfills above equation. Therefore we have

Pr[(cm, cr) = (cxr ·m, gr) : r ← Zq] ≤
1

|Zq|
, (2.5)

and Equation 2.4 can be simplified to

Γ(pk,m) = − log max
c∈G×G

Pr[(cm, cr) = (cxr ·m, gr) : r ← Zq]

= − log
1

|Zq|
= log q.

Per definition of the ElGamal encryption scheme, the bit-length of q is n:

⇒ Γ(pk,m) ≥ log 2n = n = γ(n)

ElGamal is a well-spread encryption scheme because γ(n) = n = ω(log n).

2.3.5 One-way Asymmetric Encryption

In [FO13, 87f] a security notion called one-way attack (OWE) is defined. It is
mentioned in [KL07, 357] as a very weak notion that just means that an “adversary
does not learn everything about m” when given a public key and the ciphertext
of a randomly chosen m, i.e. the adversary could learn n − 1 of n bits. We will
investigate OWE and relate it to the standard security notions CPA and CCA.

14



2.3 Security Definitions

This notion is often used in one-time key settings like hybrid schemes. M must
be restricted to an efficiently sampleable set, i.e. the challenger must be able to
pick m uniformly in time polynomial in n.

The One-way encryption experiment PubKowe
A,Π(n):

1. C: (pk, sk)← Gen(1n); m←M; c∗ ← Encpk(m).

2. m′ ← A(pk, c∗).

3. The output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if m = m′, and 0 otherwise.

Based on this experiment, we can define OWE-security.

Definition 2.18 (One-way asymmetric encryption [FO13, 87f]). An asymmetric
encryption scheme Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec) is (t, ε)-OWE secure if for all polynomial
t-time adversaries there exists a negligible function ε such that

Pr[PubKowe
A,Π(n) = 1] ≤ ε(n).

We will now investigate the relationship between one-way asymmetric encryp-
tion and CPA-security.

Lemma 2.19. Let Π be an asymmetric encryption scheme with message space
M = M. Suppose there is a towe-time adversary Aowe that attacks Π in the
sense of OWE and succeeds with probability 1

2
+ εowe. Then we can construct an

adversary Acpa that attacks Π in the sense of CPA and succeeds with probability
1
2

+ 1
2
εowe(n). The running time of Acpa is tcpa(n) = O(towe(n)).

Proof of Lemma 2.19. Let Π be an asymmetric encryption scheme and let Aowe
be a towe-time adversary attacking Π in the sense of OWE that succeeds with
probability εowe(n). We will use Aowe to construct a CPA adversary Acpa. The
construction is depicted Figure 2.1 and works as follows:

• On input pk, Acpa picks two distinct messages m0,m1 uniformly at random
from the message space, i.e. “m0 ←M; m1 ←M\ {m0}”. Both messages
are given to the challenger.

• On input c∗, Acpa runs Aowe on input (pk, c∗). When Aowe halts and outputs
a message m′, Acpa converts m′ to a bit b′ as shown in Listing 2.1. Acpa
succeeds if it outputs b′ = b.

15



2. Foundations

C Acpa Aowe

(pk, sk)← Genasy(1n)

m0 ←M
m1 ←M\ {m0}

-pk

� m0,m1

b← {0, 1}
c∗ ← Encpk(mb)

-c∗

-(pk, c∗)

� m′

b′ ← conv(m′)

b′�

Figure 2.1: A CPA adversary constructed from an OWE adversary

Listing 2.1: Conversion algorithm

conv (m′ ){
i f (m′ = m0)

re turn 0
e n d i f
i f (m′ = m1)

re turn 1
e n d i f
guess← {0, 1}
re turn guess

}

We now have to prove that Acpa’s simulation is distributed identically to a non-
simulated OWE experiment. Let X be a random variable that is the result of the
experiment “m0 ←M;m1 ←M\ {m0}; b← {0, 1};X := mb”. We have to show
that we have Pr[X = m] = 1

|M| for all m ∈ M. Let m ∈ M be an arbitrary
message.
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Pr[X = m] = Pr[b = 0] · Pr[X = m0 | b = 0] + Pr[b = 1] · Pr[X = m1 | b = 1]

=
1

2
· Pr[X = m0] +

1

2
· Pr[X = m1 | b = 1]

=
1

2
· 1

|M| +
1

2
·

∑
x∈M\{m0}

Pr[X = m1 | x = m0] · Pr[x = m0]

=
1

2
· 1

|M| +
1

2
·

∑
x∈M\{m0}

1

|M | − 1
· 1

|M |

=
1

2
· 1

|M| +
1

2
· 1

|M|
=

1

|M|

As we have assumed that Aowe succeeds with probability εowe(n), we can state
the following equations.

Pr[m′ = mb] = Pr[Aowe succeeds] = εowe(n)

Pr[m′ 6= m0 ∧m′ 6= m1] ≤ Pr[Aowe fails] = 1− εowe(n).

Per construction, Acpa’s output depends on Aowe’s output and we can construct
the following equation

Pr[b′ = b] = Pr[b′ = b | m′ = mb]Pr[m
′ = mb]

+ Pr[b′ = b | m′ 6= m0 ∧m′ 6= m1]Pr[m′ 6= m0 ∧m′ 6= m1]

= 1 · Pr[m′ = mb] +
1

2
· Pr[m′ 6= m0 ∧m′ 6= m1]

≤ εowe(n) +
1

2
(1− εowe(n))

=
1

2
+

1

2
εowe(n)

The runtime of Acpa is tcpa = O(towe) because picking two random messages and
converting the output of Aowe can be done in time polynomial in n.

Lemma 2.19 also implies, that an encryption scheme Π which is secure in the
sense of CPA is also secure in the sense of OWE. We will also give the intuition,
that OWE does not imply CPA. For example, the textbook RSA encryption
scheme is described as a one-way secure encryption scheme by Katz and Lindell
if the RSA assumption holds:

“If the RSA assumption holds [. . . ] one can show that if a message
m is chosen uniformly at random from Z∗N , then no PPT adversary

17



2. Foundations

given the public key (N, e) and c := Encpk(m) can recover the entire
message m.” [KL07, 357]

Nonetheless RSA cannot be CPA-secure because the encryption algorithm as
shown in Definition 2.15 is deterministic.

Lemma 2.20. One-way security does not imply CPA-security.

Because an encryption scheme that is not chosen-plaintext secure cannot be
chosen ciphertext secure, we can conclude:

Corollary 2.21. One-way security does not imply CCA-security.
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2.4 Game-Hopping Technique

2.4 Game-Hopping Technique

The game-hopping technique can be used to estimate the adversary’s probability
of success Pr[S0] in an attack game denoted by G0. Game-hopping is used when
the direct computation of Pr[S0] would be too hard or too complicated – Game
G0 then is gradually changed following the rules below until one can compute the
adversary’s probability of success Pr[Sl] in a final Game Gl. Denote by Si the
event that “the adversary succeeds in Game Gi”.

As mentioned, the changes between two Games Gi and Gi−1 follow some rules
which bound the difference |Pr[Si]− Pr[Si−1]|. This can be used to estimate the
difference

|Pr[Sl]− Pr[S0]| ≤
l∑

i=1

|Pr[Si]− Pr[Si−1]|.

After Pr[Sl] has been computed, one can also find an upper bound for Pr[S0]
using above inequation:

Pr[S0] ≤ Pr[Sl] + |Pr[Sl]− Pr[S0]|.

We will now outline different types of game-hops and explain how these changes
bound the probability difference between two games.

Bridging steps Bridging steps are conceptual changes that change the game in
a way that both probability distributions are exactly the same. These changes
are used to prepare other changes and make it simpler to follow the proof. As the
probability distribution does not change, we have Pr[Si] = Pr[Si−1] after applying
a bridging step [Sho04, 3].

Transition on negligible failure events In this transition, the simulation of the
attack behaves exactly the same in both games – except when a specific failure
event F occurs. We cannot know how A will respond in the case that F occurs
but this does not matter as long as the probability of F is negligible. We can
bound the difference between both S’s by using the Difference Lemma.

Lemma 2.22 (Difference Lemma [Sho04, 3]). Let A,B,F be events defined in
some probability distribution, and suppose that A ∧ ¬F ⇔ B ∧ ¬F . Then it holds
that |Pr[A]− Pr[B]| ≤ Pr[F ].

Proof of Lemma 2.22 [Sho04, 3].

|Pr[A]− Pr[B]| = |Pr[A ∧ F ] + Pr[A ∧ ¬F ]− Pr[B ∧ F ]− Pr[B ∧ ¬F ]|

We assumed that A ∧ ¬F ⇔ B ∧ ¬F and as such Pr[A ∧ ¬F ] = Pr[B ∧ ¬F ].

|Pr[A]− Pr[B]| = |Pr[A ∧ F ]− Pr[B ∧ F ]|
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2. Foundations

We then have
|Pr[A ∧ F ]− Pr[B ∧ F ]| ≤ Pr[F ], (2.6)

because 0 ≤ Pr[A ∧ F ] ≤ Pr[F ] and 0 ≤ Pr[B ∧ F ] ≤ Pr[F ].

Assume that we have two games Gi and Gi+1. These games behave exactly the
same except when an event F occurs – we therefore define A as the event that
“the adversary succeeds in Game Gi” and B as the event that “the adversary
succeeds in Game Gi+1”. One can then apply the Difference Lemma and see that
the difference between the probabilities of those events is

|Pr[A]− Pr[B]| ≤ Pr[F ].

The following types of transition are not used in this thesis and therefore will
be kept very brief.

Transitions based on indistinguishability In this transition we make a small
change between the games that could enable the adversary to easily break the
challenge. We then argue that the probability to distinguish between those two
games is negligible and therefore the difference Pr[Si]−Pr[Si−1] is also negligible
[Sho04, 2].

Note that a “hybrid argument” is essentially a sequence of transitions based on
indistinguishability [Sho04, 4].

Transitions on large failure events As in a transition on negligible failure
events, this transition is also done over a failure event F . But in this case we
consider that the probability of the failure event F may be “very large, but not
totally overwhelming”. There are two cases mentioned in [Den06]: The adversary
directly tries to compute an output as in an OWE attack or he tries to distinguish
between two possibilities as in an eavesdropping indistinguishability. In the first
case we have

Pr[Si] =
1

Pr[¬F ]
· Pr[Si+1],

where Pr[Si] is only negligible if Pr[Si+1] is negligible.
In the latter case we have

|Pr[Si]−
1

2
| = 1

Pr[¬F ]
· |Pr[Si+1]− 1

2
|,

where |Pr[Si]− 1
2
| is negligible if, and only if, |Pr[Si+1]− 1

2
| is negligible.

2.5 The Random Oracle Model

The ROM is a model which assumes the existence of an idealized hash function.
One can use this model to design new encryption schemes that rely on one or
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H(x3)

H(x4)
...

Figure 2.2: A Random Oracle imagined as a black box.

more hash functions. Using this abstraction, the cryptographer can focus in the
ROM on the scheme itself. On the one hand this can be seen as the first step in
the design of novel cryptographic schemes. On the other hand using instantiation
of a Random Oracle (RO) with an appropriate hash function yields encryption
schemes that are very efficient. In the standard model where no Random Oracle is
available, provable security is often gained at the cost of efficiency. Also it seems
“that people prefer to use no encryption rather than to use inefficient encryption
schemes” [KL07, 458f].

A RO can be described as a black box that takes bit strings as input and outputs
bit strings. The Random Oracle is known to all participants in an experiment –
honest parties and adversaries alike – but they do not know the Random Oracle’s
internal function H. Everyone may submit queries x from a domain D to the
black box to receive the value H(x) from the oracle’s range R. Before the oracle
can answer to queries, a random function H must be picked to map the inputs to
random outputs.

Let Ω := {D → R} for some finite sets D and R. We can then define the
experiment “H ← Ω”. Fujisaki and Okamoto use the infinite set D = {0, 1}∗ but
state that this is an imaginary experiment [FO13, 88]. In [BR93] a function H
is picked at random by sampling every single bit of an answer H(x) uniformly
at random for every possible query x ∈ D. [FO13] uses a similar definition but
picks every answer uniformly at random from the range, i.e. the experiment
“H(x)← R” is carried out for every x ∈ D. These pairs (x,H(x)) are then saved
in a lookup table called TH as displayed in Figure 2.2.

Another thing is, that true random oracles do not exist in reality. To use an
encryption scheme that was designed in the ROM, a so-called instantiation has to
be made: The oracle H has to be replaced by a real cryptographic hash function
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H ′. The RO methodology now assumes that the encryption scheme is secure in
reality if H ′ is good enough at emulating a Random Oracle. This last step is one
of the drawbacks of the ROM as there is no reason to assume that the security
proof carries over into reality. In fact, one can construct contrived schemes that
are insecure in the real world, no matter how they are instantiated. Canetti et al.
show a construction to modify an encryption scheme Π that is secure both in the
ROM and in the standard model into a scheme that is only secure in the ROM –
no matter how the scheme is instantiated [CGH04].

Nonetheless, the ROM has been very successful in practice. It enables cryp-
tographers to design schemes that are more efficient than those created in the
standard model. Many schemes that are used today were designed and proven
secure in the ROM. Examples include Optimal Asymmetric Encryption [BR94],
Rapid Enhanced-security Asymmetric Cryptosystem Transform [OP01], and the
Boneh–Franklin scheme [BF01].

An equivalent view on ROs is to pick function values H(x) on demand. The RO
starts with an empty lookup table TH . Whenever the RO receives a query x it first
looks into TH if x has been answered before; if so, the same H(x) is returned. If
x was not encountered yet, a new value H(x) is picked uniformly at random from
the range of the oracle, (x,H(x)) is added to TH , and H(x) is returned. From the
participants’ point of view, picking a random function beforehand and generating
function values on demand is equivalent.

We will now adapt the chosen-ciphertext indistinguishability experiment to the
Random Oracle Model. Let Π = (Gen,Enc,Dec) be an asymmetric encryption
scheme that uses a hash function H in its encryption algorithm and in its decryp-
tion algorithm. The domain of H is set to {0, 1}α and the range is set to {0, 1}β
and H is modeled as a Random Oracle. We then can define the chosen-ciphertext
attack in the random oracle model (CCA-RO) as follows.

The CCA-RO indistinguishability experiment PubKcca−ro
A,Π (n):

1. H ←
{
{0, 1}α → {0, 1}β

}
2. C: (pk, sk)← Gen(1n).

3. m0,m1 ← ADecsk(·),H(·)(pk) with m0,m1 ∈M and |m0| = |m1|.

4. C: b← {0, 1}; c∗ ← Encpk(mb).

5. b′ ← ADecsk(·),H(·)(pk, c∗).

6. PubKcca−ro
A,Π (n) is defined to be 1 if b = b′, and 0 otherwise.

Figure 2.3 shows an example execution of the CCA-RO experiment. In this
example, the adversary queried the RO H two times. We assumed that H models
a cryptographic hashfunction which is used in the encryption algorithm, and as
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such the oracle is queried once while creating the challenge. Note, that we will
depict ROs as boxes to denote their black-box characteristic. We also define
CCA-security in the ROM as follows.

Definition 2.23 (CCA-RO indistinguishability [FO13, 89]). Let Π be an asym-
metric encryption scheme and let A be an adversary that works on Π. Let H be a
hash function modeled as RO. The encryption scheme Π is called (t, qDec, qHash, ε)-
CCA-RO secure if, for every polynomial (t, qDec, qHash)-adversary A it holds that

Pr[PubKcca−ro
A,Π (n) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ ε(n),

where A is a t-time adversary that accesses the decryption oracle at most qDec
times and the Random Oracle at most qHash times.
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C A
H

Initialization H ← {D → R}(pk, sk)← Gen(1n)

Phase 1

-pk

-
�

x1

H(x1)

� m0,m1

-c∗

b← 0, 1
c∗ ← Encpk(mb)

-
�

x2

H(x2)

Challenge Phase

-
�

x3

H(x3)

� b′

Phase 2

Figure 2.3: A possible execution of the chosen-ciphertext attack in the ROM
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3 Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

The FOT was first introduced in [FO99] by Fujisaki and Okamoto and revised in
[FO13]. It is a special way to construct CCA-secure hybrid encryption schemes.
We will first motivate hybrid encryption schemes, Hybrid encryption schemes are
used to solve some problems of pure asymmetric and pure symmetric encryption
schemes by combining both types. Whereas asymmetric encryption schemes are
too slow to be practically used for big messages, symmetric encryption schemes
must have the secret key exchanged beforehand. We will provide a slightly adapted
straight-forward transformation. This scheme is used as an example for hybrid
schemes in [KL07, 348]:

Definition 3.1 (Hybrid encryption schemes). Let Πasy be an asymmetric encryp-
tion scheme, and let Πsy be a symmetric encryption scheme such that Ksy =Masy.
Construct an asymmetric encryption scheme Πhy as follows:

Genhy(1n): The key generation algorithm works as follows:

1. (pk, sk)← Genasy(1n)

2. Output (pk, sk)

Enchypk(m): The encryption algorithm works as follows:

1. k ←Masy

2. cm ← Encsyr (m)

3. ck ← Encasypk (k)

4. output the ciphertext cm ‖ ck

Dechysk (c): The decryption algorithm works as follows:

1. Parse c into cm and ck; if c cannot be parsed into cm and ck, output ⊥.

2. k′ := Decasysk (ck)

3. if (k′ 6∈ Masy) return ⊥1

4. m′ := Decsyk′ (cm). m′ may be a special symbol ⊥ denoting failure.

1This step was added for clarification. Step 2 may set k′ =⊥ which would lead to an error in
the final step.
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If Πasy is a CPA-secure asymmetric encryption scheme and Πsy is an EAV-secure
symmetric scheme, then the hybrid scheme Πhy obtained by above transformation
is a CPA-secure asymmetric encryption scheme [KL07, 351]. Unfortunately, to
get a CCA-secure hybrid scheme one generally needs to start with both an CCA-
secure asymmetric scheme and a CCA-secure symmetric scheme [CS03]. There
are some CCA-secure asymmetric schemes based on the decisional Diffie-Hellman
like the Cramer-Shoup scheme (see [CS03]), but no CCA-secure schemes based on
the RSA assumption are currently known2 [KL07, 473]. The Fujisaki Okamoto
transformation removes these restrictions at least in the ROM: One can now
construct a CCA-secure hybrid scheme from encryption schemes that are secure
in much weaker security models.

3.1 The Fujisaki-Okamoto Scheme

In this section we will present the revised FOT as given in [FO13, 86] – it is used
to construct CCA-secure encryption schemes in the ROM.

Let Πasy = (Genasy, Encasy, Decasy) be an asymmetric encryption scheme and
let Πsy = (Gensy, Encsy, Decsy) be a symmetric encryption scheme Πsy. We re-
quire two hash functions

G :Masy → Ksy and H :Masy × Csy → Rasy

We will now define the FO encryption scheme Πfo such that Mfo =Msy and
Rfo =Masy.

Definition 3.2 (FO scheme [FO13, 86f]). Define the FO encryption scheme Πfo =
(Genfo, Encfo, Decfo) as follows:

Genfo(1n): The key generation algorithm works as follows:

1. (pk, sk)← Genasy(1n)

2. Output (pk, sk)

We assume that the public key pk can be easily derived from sk.

Encfopk(m): The encryption algorithm takes as input a public key pk and a message
m ∈Msy and works as follows:

1. r ←Masy

2. k := G(r)

3. cm ← Encsyk (m)

4. h := H(r, cm)

2It is also stated in [KL07] that there are no CCA-secure asymmetric schemes based on the
factoring assumption. Hofheinz and Kiltz have since then introduced such a scheme in
[HK07].
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3.1 The Fujisaki-Okamoto Scheme

5. cr := Encasypk (r;h)

6. return c := cm ‖ cr
Decfosk(c): The decryption algorithm takes as input a secret key sk and a ciphertext

c ∈ {0, 1}∗. For convenience we assume that the public key pk is can be
derived from the secret key sk. It works as follows:

1. Parse the given ciphertext c into cm and cr. If c cannot be parsed,
return the error symbol ⊥.

2. r′ := Decasysk (cr)

3. if (r′ 6∈ Masy), return ⊥
4. h′ := H(r′, cm)

5. cr
′ := Encasypk (r′;h′)

6. if (cr 6= cr
′), return ⊥

7. k′ := G(r′)

8. return Decsyk′ (cm).

We now have to show that the Πfo is a correct encryption scheme, i.e. for every
m ∈Mfo and every (pk, sk) ∈ Genfo(1n) we have Decfosk(Encfopk(m)) = m.

Proof of Correctness. Let n be an arbitrary security parameter and let (pk, sk) ∈[
Genfo(1n)

]
be an arbitrary key-pair. Let m ∈ Mfo be an arbitrary but fixed

message. Let c ∈
[
Encfopk(m)

]
. We then have

c = cm ‖ cr, where cm = EncsyG(r)(m) and cr = Encasypk (r;H(r, cm)).

We then can decrypt cr into r′ := Decasysk (cr). Per correctness of the asymmetric
scheme we then have

r′ = Decasysk (Encasysk (r;H(r, cm))) = r.

G is a hash function. Therefore we have G(r) = G(r′). Then – using the correct-
ness of the symmetric scheme – we have

DecsyG(r′)(cm) = DecsyG(r′)(Enc
sy
G(r)(m)) = m.

As we can see in the definition of the decryption algorithm from above, not all
inputs are decrypted: The given ciphertext c must be correctly formed and fulfill
some constraints.

Definition 3.3 (Correctly formed ciphertexts). A ciphertext c is correctly formed
if, and only if, c can be parsed into cm ‖ cr such that cm ∈ Csy and cr ∈ Casy.
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3. Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

Definition 3.4 (Valid ciphertexts). Let c = cm ‖ cr be a correctly formed cipher-
text and let r be the decryption of cr, i.e. r := Decasysk (cr). c is called valid if, and
only if, we have

r ∈Masy ∧ cr = Encasypk (r;H(r, cm)).

We will now give two examples for the FO decryption algorithm executed on
some invalid ciphertexts. Example 3.5 corresponds to the first check in Step 3
whereas Example 3.6 corresponds to the check in Step 6.

Example 3.5 (Rejection of invalid ciphertexts 1). Remember that the set of valid
ciphertexts, i.e. encryptions of real messages, may be a subset of the corresponding
ciphertext space. Let (pk, sk) ∈

[
Genfo(1n)

]
be an arbitrary key pair and let cm ∈

Csy be an arbitrary symmetric ciphertext. Let cr ∈ Casy be an invalid asymmetric
ciphertext with respect to pk.

Now run Decfosk(cm ‖ cr). The submitted ciphertext can be parsed into cm and
cr and Decasysk (cr) is run. Decasysk is a deterministic algorithm and will output
⊥6∈ Masy because cr is invalid. The FO decryption algorithm will then reject
cm ‖ cr in Step 3 since ⊥ is not in Masy.

Example 3.6 (Rejection of invalid ciphertexts 2). Let (pk, sk) ∈
[
Genfo(1n)

]
be an arbitrary key pair. Choose r ∈ Masy, cm ∈ Csy, and h ∈ Rasy such that
h 6= H(r, cm). Let cr := Encasypk (r;h) and run Decfosk on cm ‖ cr. Since cr is a valid
output of the asymmetric encryption algorithm, it will not be rejected in Step 3 of
the FO decryption algorithm.

The decryption algorithm continues and creates c′r := Encasypk (r;H(r, cm)). Re-
member that the encryption algorithm is deterministic when the random coins are
passed as an argument. We assumed that h 6= H(r, cm) and therefore the encryp-
tion algorithm will output c′r = cr with a probability less or equal to 2−γ. Therefore
the ciphertext will probably get rejected in Step 6 of the FO decryption algorithm.

The decryption algorithm has been changed for better readability. In particular,
goto operations were inlined and the same error symbol ⊥ is used in all failure
cases. Another adaption has been made in the definition of the random oracles:
The explicit domains Masy and Csy are used instead of {0, 1}∗. This change will
be further explained in Section 3.4.

Comparison of FO scheme to straight-forward hybrid scheme In the FO
scheme, the adversary’s possibility to construct new ciphertexts is restricted. This
is important to ensure CCA-security of the FO scheme. In the straight-forward
hybrid encryption scheme as in Definition 3.1, there are no such restrictions as
can be seen in Listings 3.1 and 3.2.

The FO scheme utilizes two hash functions G and H. G is used to hash the
one-time key candidate onto a one-time key. This is an additional step to secure
the one-time key. As long as an adversary does not find out all the bits of the
r′, the adversary gains no information about the actual one-time key G(r′) if G is
modeled as a RO.
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3.2 Security of the Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme

The straight-forward hybrid encryption scheme on the other hand does not
hash the one-time key. It may be enough for the adversary to find some bits of
the one-time key to partly decrypt the message.

The second hash function H is used to construct a validity check. This is done
to restrict an adversary’s ability to contrive new ciphertexts. Assume now that
Πasy is γ-spread in both the straight-forward scheme and the FO scheme. In the
straight-forward hybrid encryption scheme, the encryption of the one-time key is
independent of cm and there are at least 2γ valid values for ck. The FO scheme
on the other hand restricts the number of valid one-time key encryptions: Only
one of those 2γ possible encryption is valid under fixed r and cm.

Listing 3.1: FO decryption Decfosk(·)
Decfosk(cm ‖ cr){

r′ := Decasysk (cr)
i f (r′ 6∈ Masy) then

return ⊥
e n d i f
h′ := H(r, cm)
c′r := Encasypk (r′;h′)

i f (c′r 6= cr) then
return ⊥

e n d i f
k′ := G(r′)
m′ := Decsyk′ (cm)
re turn m′

}

Listing 3.2: Hybrid decryption

Dechysk (cm ‖ cr){
r′ := Decasysk (cr)
i f (r′ 6∈ Masy) then

return ⊥
e n d i f

// No validity check for cr

k′ := r′ // No hashing
m′ := Decsyk′ (cm)
re turn m′

}

3.2 Security of the Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme

Theorem 3.7. Let Πasy be a γ-spread (tasy, εasy)-OWE secure asymmetric encryp-
tion scheme and let Πsy be a (tsy, εsy)-EAV secure symmetric encryption scheme.
Denote by T asy(n) the worst case of the running time of Encasypk (m) for every

m ∈ Masy and every (pk, sk) ∈ [Genasy(1n)]. Let Πfo be the FO scheme and let
A be a (tfo, qHash, qDec)-adversary.

Πfo is (tfo, qHash, qDec, ε
fo)-CCA secure in the Random Oracle Model where

tfo(n) = min(tasy(n), tsy(n))− qHashO(n)− (qDec + 1)T asy(n) and

εfo(n) = εsy(n) + qHashε
asy(n) + 2−γqDec.

The (tfo, qHash, qDec, ε
fo)-notation is useful for two main reasons: It relates the

adversary’s advantage to his power, while it also relates the security bounds of
the FO scheme to the security bounds of the underlying encryption schemes.
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Our proof is based on [FO13, 91-95]. It is divided in two parts. The first part
utilizes the game-hopping technique. We will make use of four games as depicted
in Figure 3.1.

G0 We will start with the CCA-RO experiment as given in Section 2.5.

G1 We will first replace the ROs with simulations by the challenger. This change
is a bridging step.

G2 Then we will construct a new decryption oracle that does not need the secret
key. We hereby introduce the failure event Bad.

G3 Finally, we adapt the challenge to be more convenient for part two of the
proof. We introduce the failure event Ask in this transition.

Denote by Si the event that the adversary succeeds in Game Gi, i.e. the adversary
outputs a bit b′ with b′ = b. Above games then can be used to find an upper bound
|Pr[S3]−Pr[S0]| ≤ Pr[Bad]+Pr[Ask]. We then state an upper bound for Pr[S3]
using the EAV-security of Πsy and bound Pr[S0]. Hereby, we can also bound εfo.

In the second part of the proof, we will show upper bounds for Pr[Bad],
Pr[Ask], and Pr[S3] using the assumptions that Πasy is γ-spread and OWE-secure,
and that Πsy is EAV-secure.
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G0
CCA-RO

G1

G2

G3

6

?

6

?

6

?

|Pr[S3]− Pr[S2]| ≤ Pr[Ask]

|Pr[S2]− Pr[S1]| ≤ Pr[Bad]

Pr[S1] = Pr[S0]

Upper bound for Pr[S3]

Figure 3.1: Outline of the security proof.
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Proof of Theorem 3.7

Proof of Theorem 3.7. We will use the game-hopping technique as described in
Section 2.4.

Game G0

The first Game G0 is the CCA-RO experiment as defined in Section 2.5 and
repeated in Listing 3.3. We assume without loss of generality that the adversary
only submits correctly formatted ciphertexts to the decryption oracle, since we
can always construct an appropriate check. Note that the random oracles are not
simulated by the challenger in this game yet.

Listing 3.3: Game G0 – CCA-RO

I n i t i a l i z a t i o n Phase :
G← {Masy → Ksy}
H ← {Masy × Csy → Rasy}
C : (pk, sk)← Gen(1n)

Phase 1 :

(m0,m1)← ADecfosk (·),G(·),H(·)(pk)

Chal lenge Phase :
C : b← {0, 1}

c∗ ← Encfopk(mb)

Phase 2 :

b′ ← ADecfosk (·),G(·),H(·)(c∗)

Let Afo be a (tfo, qhash, qdec)-adversary that attacks Πfo in the sense of CCA-RO
with advantage εfo(n).

Per definition we then have

Pr[S0] :=
1

2
+ εfo(n)

and therefore

εfo(n) = Pr[S0]− 1

2
. (3.1)

In our next steps we will modify the games using transitions based on failure
events and one bridging step. We will then find an upper-bound for Pr[S0] and
hereby also an upper bound for εfo(n).
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3.2 Security of the Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme

Game G1

From this game onwards we will use the challenger C to simulate the random
oracles G and H as on-demand ROs. All queries to the ROs are answered by
the challenger. Therefore our first step is to adapt the Initialization Phase of the
experiment: Instead of picking two random functions for G and H, we initialize
two empty query answer lists G and H as in Listing 3.4.

Listing 3.4: Initialization Phase of Game G1

I n i t i a l i z a t i o n Phase :
C : G := ∅
H := ∅
(pk, sk)← Gen(1n)

These query answer lists are gradually filled with every oracle query the chal-
lenger receives. Note, that the challenger needs to simulate two oracle queries for
himself when creating the challenge ciphertext. These queries are not saved in G
and H, but need to be taken into account when answering the adversary’s oracle
queries. Whenever the challenger receives a query r to G, the challenger answers
as follows:

• If r was queried to the oracle before, the same answer k is returned.

• If r was neither submitted by the adversary nor used by the challenger when
creating the challenge, a new answer k is sampled uniformly at random and
the tuple (r, k) is added to G. Finally, k is returned.

The oracle H is simulated analogous. Figure 3.2 shows the simulation of G an-
swering to some queries.

Both Games – G0 and G1 – are equivalent from the adversary’s point of view.
The ROs are black boxes that return a random answer on a fresh query and that
will return the same answer when a query is re-submitted. Since this is only a
conceptual change, we have the same probability distribution as in Game G0 and
therefore

Pr[S0] = Pr[S1]. (3.2)
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G
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C
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TG r1 k1
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TG r1 k1

r2 k2

-

�

r1

k1

k1 ← Ksy

r2

k2

k2 ← Ksy

r1

k1

(r1, k1) ∈ TG

Figure 3.2: Example of some queries to an simulated on-demand oracle G.
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Game G2

This Game works exactly like G1, except that we will now construct and use a
decryption oracle that works without a secret key. A comparison between both
versions of the decryption oracle can be seen in Listings 3.5 and 3.6.

Listing 3.5: Oracle Decfosk(·)
Decfosk(cm ‖ cr){

r′ := Decasysk (cr)
i f (r′ 6∈ Masy) then

return ⊥
e n d i f
h′ := H(r′, cm)
c′r := Encasypk (r′;h′)

i f (c′r 6= cr) then
return ⊥

e n d i f
k′ := G(r′)
re turn Decsyk′ (cm)

}

Listing 3.6: Oracle Decfo′(·)
Decfo′(cm ‖ cr){

Look up (r′, cm, h
′) ∈ H

such that cr = Encasypk (r′;h′)

i f ( no such tup l e ) then
return ⊥

e n d i f

k′ := G(r′)
re turn Decsyk′ (cm)

}

Remember that Decasysk (cr) deterministic. If cr is valid, there is exactly one
r′ ∈ Masy which can fulfill the condition cr = Encasypk (r′;h′) for some h′ ∈ Rasy.
As such, there is at most one tuple (r′, cm, h

′) ∈ H which fulfills the lookup
conditions if the adversary queried H for (r′, cm) before. If the adversary did not
query H for these values, the lookup fails and cm ‖ cr gets rejected even if it would
be valid.

Therefore, the new decryption oracle is not a perfect simulation. The original
decryption oracle would submit (r′, cm) to the oracle H and receive a freshly
sampled answer h′ in return. Since cm ‖ cr is valid, the decryption oracle would
then continue with the decryption and return the corresponding message m′ as
displayed in Figure 3.3. Therefore, we define the following failure event:

Definition 3.8 (Bad). The event Bad is the case that the adversary submits a
valid ciphertext cm ‖ cr to the decryption oracle whereas there is no tuple (r, cm, h)
in the query-answer list H.

A is only able to generate such ciphertexts with a very small probability. One
can also describe this as the adversary trying to guess a valid combination (r, cm, h)
such that h = H(r, cm). The underlying asymmetric encryption scheme is γ-spread
and as such there are at least 2γ possible values for H(r, cm). Also the adversary
may submit up to qDec decryption oracle queries – we therefore state the following
Lemma.

Lemma 3.9. The probability of event Bad is Pr[Bad] ≤ 2−γqDec.
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3. Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

The proof of Lemma 3.9 will be delayed until later. Both Games – G1 and G2

– have the same probability distribution and proceed identically until the event
Bad occurs. We therefore have

S1 ∧ ¬Bad⇔ S2 ∧ ¬Bad

and can apply the Difference Lemma (Lemma 2.22):

|Pr[S2]− Pr[S1]| ≤ 2−γqDec. (3.3)
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A
Decfosk(·) All oracles are simulated

by the challenger C

-cm ‖ cr

r′ ← Decasysk (cr)
(r′ ∈Masy)X

-(r′, cm)
H

�
h′

((r′, cm, h′) 6∈ TH)X
h′ ←Rasy

Add (r′, cm, h′) to TH

c′r := Encasypk (r′;h′)

(cr = c′r)X

G

-

�

r′

k′

m′ := Decsy
k′ (cm)

�
m′

Figure 3.3: Event Bad in Game G1.
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Game G3

In this game we will create the challenge ciphertext c∗ = c∗m ‖ c∗r without using
the ROs. In all other aspects, Game G2 and G3 are exactly the same. Listings
3.7 and 3.8 show the difference between the challenge ciphertexts. In Game G2

we had
c∗m = Encsyk∗(mb) and c∗r = Encasypk (r∗;h∗),

whereas k∗ and h∗ were obtained by simulating two oracle queries

k∗ := G(r∗) and h∗ := H(r∗, c∗m).

Instead of doing these queries, we define two new variables – k̂ and ĥ – and pick
their values uniformly at random from the corresponding sets.

Listing 3.7: Game G1, Challenge

C : b← {0, 1}
r∗ ←Masy

k∗ := G(r)
c∗m ← Encsyk (mb)
h∗ := H(r, cm)
c∗r := Encasypk (r∗;h∗)

c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r

Listing 3.8: Game G2, Challenge

C : b← {0, 1}
r∗ ←Masy

k̂ ← Ksy // not G(r∗)
c∗m ← Encsy

k̂
(mb)

ĥ← Rasy // not H(r∗, c∗m)

c∗r := Encasypk (r∗; ĥ)

c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r

This change drops the consistency of the ROs: Since k̂ and ĥ are picked at
random, we have k̂ = G(r∗) ∧ ĥ = H(r∗, c∗m) with only negligible probability. We
omit this good case in our simulation and define the following failure event:

Definition 3.10 (Ask). Ask is the event that the adversary queries G for r∗ or
that the adversary queries H for (r∗, c∗m).

We also state the following Lemma and will give proof of this lemma later.

Lemma 3.11. Let Πasy be a (tasy, εasy)-OWE asymmetric encryption scheme,
where tasy(n) ≥ tfo(n) + qHashO(n) + qDecT

asy(n). Then Pr[Ask] ≤ qhashε
asy(n).

Games G2 and G3 are identical except for the challenge ciphertext. Both simu-
lations proceed identically except in the case that the event Ask occurs. Therefore
we have

G2 ∧ ¬Ask ⇔ G3 ∧ ¬Ask
and can apply the Difference Lemma (Lemma 2.22. Combined with Lemma 3.11
we then get

|Pr[S3]− Pr[S2]| ≤ qhashε
asy(n). (3.4)
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Bounding tfo and εfo

Bounding tfo and εfo. Using Equations 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we finally can estimate
the difference between Pr[S3] and Pr[S0] as

|Pr[S3]− Pr[S0]| ≤ qhashε
asy(n) + 2−γqDec. (3.5)

We will also state an upper-bound for Pr[S3] via the following Lemma; we will
prove this upper bound later.

Lemma 3.12. Let Πsy be a (tsy, εsy)-EAV secure encryption scheme, where tsy ≥
tfo + qhashO(n) + (qdec + 1)T asy(n). Then, we have Pr[S3] ≤ 1

2
+ εsy(n).

By Equation 3.5 and Lemma 3.12, we can find an upper-bound for Pr[S0]:

Pr[S0] ≤ 1

2
+ εsy(n) + qHashε

asy(n) + 2−γqDec

We then can find an upper bound for εfo(n) from Equation 3.1:

εfo(n) = Pr[S0]− 1

2

≤ 1

2
+ εsy(n) + qhashε

asy(n) + 2−γqDec −
1

2
= εsy(n) + qhashε

asy(n) + 2−γqDec

After bounding εfo, we must find a bound for tfo. Lemmas 3.11 and stated that

tasy(n) ≥ tfo(n) + qHashO(n) + qDecT
asy(n) and

tsy(n) ≥ tfo(n) + qhashO(n) + (qdec + 1)T asy(n).

To fulfill both inequations, we must have

min (tasy(n), tsy(n)) ≥ tasy(n) + qHashO(n) + (qDec + 1)T asy(n),

which is equivalent to

tfo(n) ≤ min (tasy(n), tsy(n))− qhashO(n)− (qdec + 1)T asy(n).
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Proofs of Lemmas 3.9, 3.11, and 3.12

In Game G1 we constructed a decryption oracle without using the secret key which
rejects valid ciphertexts that were created without asking oracle H. We hereby
introduced the failure event Bad:

Definition 3.8 (Bad) The event Bad is the case that the adversary submits a
valid ciphertext cm ‖ cr to the decryption oracle whereas there is no tuple (r, cm, h)
in the query-answer list H.

We then stated, that the adversary is able to create such ciphertexts only with
a very low probability – depending on the γ-spread of the underlying asymmetric
encryption scheme:

Lemma 3.9 The probability of event Bad is Pr[Bad] ≤ 2−γqDec.

In the following proof, we will use the fact that the adversary must not submit
the challenge ciphertext to the decryption oracle. The event Bad is then equivalent
to the event that “the adversary correctly guesses a tuple (r, cm, h) such that
h = H(r, cm)”. For convenience, we repeat the creation of the challenge ciphertext
in Listing 3.9.

Listing 3.9: Challenge

C : b← {0, 1}
r∗ ←Masy

k∗ := G(r)
c∗m ← Encsyk (mb)
h∗ := H(r, cm)
c∗r := Encasypk (r∗;h∗)

c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r

Proof of Lemma 3.9. We will show that the probability of the event that the ad-
versary submits a valid ciphertext cm ‖ cr to the decryption oracle such that

cr = Encasypk (r;h) and h = H(r, cm)

is bounded by
Pr[Bad] ≤ 2−γqDec,

when the adversary does not query H for (r, cm). The adversary is not allowed to
submit the challenge ciphertext c∗ = c∗m ‖ c∗r (see Listing 3.9). Therefore we must
have

(cm, cr) 6= (c∗m, c
∗
r)
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for all ciphertexts that the adversary submits. We will now show, that this implies

r 6= r∗ ∨ cm 6= c∗m

for all of the adversary’s decryption queries.
If we have cr = c∗r, we must have cm 6= cm. If we have cm = c∗m, we must

have cr 6= c∗r. The latter implies that we have r 6= r∗ which will be proven via
contradiction. Assume that we have r = r∗. We then have (r, cm) = (r∗, c∗m)
which implies that (r,H(r, cm)) = (r∗, H(r∗, c∗m)). Since the encryption algorithm
is deterministic when given pre-sampled random coins, we would have

cr = Encasypk (r;H(r, cm)) = Encasypk (r∗, H(r∗, c∗m)) = c∗r.

This is a contradiction to our assumptions, and therefore we must have r 6= r∗ in
the case that cm = c∗m. Therefore all decryption oracle queries fulfill the condition

r 6= r∗ ∨ cm 6= c∗m ⇔ (r, cm) 6= (r∗, c∗m).

Remember now, that H is modeled as a RO. The answer to query (r, cm) is
sampled independently of the answer to query (r∗, c∗m). The adversary tries to
construct a valid cr without querying H, i.e. he tries to guess a tuple (r, cm, h)
such that cr is valid. Since H is modeled as a RO, the value h = H(r, cm) is
random from the adversary’s point of view:

Pr[cr = Encasypk (r;h) ∧ h = H(r, cm)] ≤ Pr[cr = Encasypk (r;h) : h← Rasy] (3.6)

Remember that Πasy is γ-spread. Corollary 2.13 stated that for all (pk, sk) ∈
[Gen(1n)] and all r ∈Masy, we have at least 2γ possible encryptions which occur
with probability

Pr[cr = Encpk(r;h) : h← R] ≤ 2−γqDec.

We can use this fact to find an upper bound for Inequality 3.6.

Pr[cr = Encasypk (r;h) : h← Rasy] ≤ 2−γ. (3.7)

Note that the bound of Inequality 3.7 is for the case that the adversary submits ex-
actly one query to the decryption oracle. The adversary is allowed to submit qDec
queries and may choose to submit a different ciphertext on each query. Therefore
an upper bound for Pr[Bad] is

Pr[Bad] ≤ 2−γqDec.
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In Game G3, the two parts of the challenge ciphertext – c∗m and c∗r – were
made independent of each other. This was accomplished by creating the challenge
without querying the oracles G and H as in Listing 3.10.

Listing 3.10: Challenge of G3 with independent c∗m and c∗r
C : b← {0, 1}

r∗ ←Masy

k̂ ← Ksy // not G(r∗)
c∗m ← Encsy

k̂
(mb)

ĥ← Rasy // not H(r∗, c∗m)

c∗r := Encasypk (r∗; ĥ)

c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r

We hereby dropped the consistency of the ROs and introduced the failure event
Ask:

Definition 3.10 (Ask) Ask is the event that the adversary queries G for r∗ or
that the adversary queries H for (r∗, c∗m).

We then stated the following Lemma:

Lemma 3.11 Let Πasy be a (tasy, εasy)-OWE asymmetric encryption scheme,
where tasy(n) ≥ tfo(n) + qHashO(n) + qDecT

asy(n). Then Pr[Ask] ≤ qhashε
asy(n).

To prove this bound, we will construct an adversary attacking an asymmetric
scheme in the sense of OWE from an adversary that attacks the FO scheme in the
sense of CCA-RO.

Proof of Lemma 3.11. Let Πasy be a (tasy, εasy)-OWE secure, asymmetric encryp-
tion scheme. Let Afo be a (tfo, qDec, qHash) adversary attacking Πfo in the sense
of CCA-RO that succeeds with probability 1

2
+ εfo(n). Denote by Q the list of

adversary queries made to both oracles G and H. Every query that is submitted
by the adversary to one of these oracles is added to Q.

We will now construct an adversary Aowe attacking Πasy in the sense of OWE.
Aowe will simulate the random oracles G and H and the decryption oracle as in
Game G3. Aowe first runs Acca−ro(pk) to obtain two messages m0 and m1.

We then have to adapt the challenge to the CCA-RO experiment as in Listing
3.11. First, a one-time key k∗ and a bit b are picked uniformly at random, then one
of the two messages is encrypted symmetrically using k∗. The concatenation of
Aowe’s original challenge c∗m with c∗r then results in a challenge that is constructed
as in Game G3.
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Listing 3.11: Adapting the challenge

k∗ ← Ksy
b← {0, 1}
c∗m ← Encsyk∗(mb)
c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r

After Acca−ro outputs a bit b′, we generate a solution for the OWE experiment
as follows:

1. Pick one of the queries that Acca−ro made to the random oracles uniformly
at random, i.e. q ← Q.

2. q is either of the form (r′, G(r′)) or (r′, c′m, H(r′, c′m)). Pick the answer r′ as
in that query.

The construction of Aowe is also depicted in Figure 3.4.
Aowe will only output a r′ that was contained in a query to one of the random

oracles. The corresponding query is picked uniformly at random, and therefore
we have

Pr[r = r′ | Ask] =
1

qHash
,

which implies that

Pr[r = r′] =
1

qHash
Pr[Ask]. (3.8)

Because Πasy is (tasy, εasy)-OWE secure, we have an upper bound for Equation
3.8:

Pr[r = r′] =
1

qHash
Pr[Ask] ≤ εasy(n), (3.9)

which gives us an upper bound for Pr[Ask]:

Pr[Ask] ≤ qHash · εasy(n). (3.10)

We also can estimate the minimum running time tasy of Aowe: Acca−ro is run
completely, therefore tfo is included in the runtime. Whenever a query fresh is
made to one of the oracles G or H we have to sample a response which takes
up O(n) time – since qHash queries are made, we add qHashO(n) to tasy. Finally,
qDec decryption queries are made. As we are using the decryption oracle derived
in Game G1, for queries to the decryption oracle c′r = Encasypk (r;h) has to be
computed and compared to the given cr; we have to add qDecT

asy(n) to tasy.

⇒ tasy(n) ≥ tfo(n) + qHashO(n) + qDecT
asy(n) (3.11)
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3. Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

C Aowe Acca−ro

(pk, sk) ← Genasy(1n)
r ← Masy

c∗r ← Encasypk (r)
-(pk, c∗r)

-pk

� m0,m1

b← {0, 1}
k∗ ← Ksy

c∗m ← Encsyk∗(mb)
-c∗m ‖ c∗r

Some
oracle
queries

r1�

G(r1) -
Add query to Q

(r2, cm2)�

Add query to Q H(r2, cm2) -

� b′

q ← Q
� r′ as in q

Figure 3.4: Construction of an OWE adversary from a CCA-RO adversary
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3.2 Security of the Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme

Finally we will complete our proof by proving Lemma 3.12.

Lemma 3.12 Let Πsy be a (tsy, εsy)-EAV secure encryption scheme, where tsy ≥
tfo + qhashO(n) + (qdec + 1)T asy(n). Then, we have Pr[S3] ≤ 1

2
+ εsy(n).

We will construct an adversary attacking a symmetric scheme in the sense of
EAV that uses a CCA-RO adversary attacking the FO scheme. We can use this
construction to find the upper-bounds of Lemma 3.12. For convenience, the sym-
metric eavesdropping indistinguishability and Game G3 are given in Listings 3.12
and 3.13.

Listing 3.12: PrivKeav
Aeav ,Πsy(n)

I n i t :
C : k ← Gensy(1n)

Phase 1 :
m0,m1 ← Aeav(1n)

Chal lenge :
C : b← {0, 1}

c∗m ← Encsyk (mb)

Phase 2 :
b′ ← Aeav(c∗m)

Listing 3.13: Game G3

I n i t :

C : (pk, sk)← Genfo(1n)

Phase 1 :
m0,m1 ← Acca−ro(pk)

Chal lenge :
C : b← {0, 1}

r∗ ←Masy

k∗ ← Ksy
c∗m ← Encsyk∗(mb)
h∗ ← Rasy
c∗r := Encasypk (r∗;h∗)

c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r

Phase 2 :
b′ ← Acca−ro(c∗)

Proof of Lemma 3.12. Let Πsy be a (tsy, εsy)-EAV secure, symmetric encryption
scheme. Let Afo be a (tfo, qDec, qHash) adversary attacking Πfo in the sense of
CCA-RO that succeeds with probability 1

2
+ εfo(n). Construct an adversary Aeav

as shown in Figure 3.5.

• On input 1n, Aeav generates a key-pair: (pk, sk) ← Gen(1n). Then Aeav
runs Acca−ro(pk) to obtain two messages m0 and m1 which are passed to the
challenger.

• On input c∗m the adversary Aeav adapts the challenge as depicted in Figure
3.5 and then runs Acca−ro(c∗). When Acca−ro halts and outputs a bit b′,
the adversary Aeav outputs the same bit b′. The oracles are simulated as in
Phase 1.
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3. Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

C Aeav Acca−ro

k ← Gensy(1n)
-1n

(pk, sk)← Genfo(1n)
-pk

� m0,m1

� m0,m1

b← {0, 1}
c∗m ← Encsyk (mb) -c∗m

r∗ ←Masy

h∗ ← Rasy

c∗r := Encasypk (r∗;h∗)

c∗ := c∗m ‖ c∗r
-c∗

� b′

� b′

Figure 3.5: An EAV-adversary constructed from a CCA-RO adversary
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3.2 Security of the Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme

Aeav will only output the correct bit b′ when Afo outputs b′. Because Πsy is
(tsy, εsy)-EAV, there is an upper bound for Pr[b′ = b] and we have:

Pr[b′ = b] =
1

2
+ εfo(n) ≤ 1

2
+ εsy(n) (3.12)

Per construction, Afo’s perspective is the same as in Game G3, therefore we
have

Pr[S3] =
1

2
+ εfo(n) ≤ 1

2
+ εsy(n). (3.13)

We first compute a lower bound for tsy. Acca−ro needs to be executed once,
therefore the runtime has to be at least tfo. We need to execute the asymmetric
encryption algorithm (qDec+1) times because Acca−ro queries the decryption oracle
qDec times and we had to adapt the challenge. Therefore we need to add (qDec +
1)T asy(n) to the runtime. As Acca−ro may query the random oracles qHash times,
qHash answers need to be sampled and qHashO(n) is added to the runtime. The
total runtime of Aeav therefore is bounded as

tsy(n) ≥ tfo(n) + qHashO(n) + (qDec + 1)T asy(n).
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3.3 Different Versions of the FOT

The FOT was introduced in [FO99]. A revised version was then given in [FO13].
This section will outline and explain the differences between the versions intro-
duced by Fujisaki and Okamoto, and the version used in this thesis.

Construction There are some differences between the original FOT in [FO99]
and the revised version in [FO13]. Because the changes are affecting each other –
one cannot change the definition of the hash functions without adapting encryption
and decryption – all differences will be listed before being explained.

The first difference is shown in Table 3.1: In the original version [FO99], ROs
were defined over sets likeMasy andMsy. The ROs in the revised version always
used {0, 1}∗. The definite sets have been reintroduced in this thesis.

Table 3.1: Hashfunctions used in the different versions of the FOT

First version [FO99]
G :Masy → Ksy
H :Masy ×Msy → Rasy

Revised version [FO13]
G : {0, 1}∗ → Ksy
H : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Rasy

Thesis version
G :Masy → Ksy
H :Masy × Csy → Rasy

Another difference is found in the definition of the Random Oracle H: Instead
of hashing the one-time key with the plaintext message, the key is hashed with the
encrypted message. Note, that the difference between [FO13] and the definition
used in this thesis is just of technical nature.

The decryption algorithm of the revised FOT had to be adapted to the encryp-
tion algorithm. The oracles were now defined for sets like {0, 1}∗. Therefore, we
now need to check that Decasysk (cr) ∈ Masy – the oracle H alone would not reject
this invalid value. In our version, we kept this check although it is implicitly given
in the definition of H.

Definition of encryption schemes Both [FO99, 540] and [FO13, 85f] do not
specify how the decryption algorithms of the underlying schemes react to invalid
ciphertexts. In this thesis however we stated that the decryption algorithms may
output a symbol ⊥6∈ M to denote failure (see Definitions 2.5 and 2.6).
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Listing 3.14: Original Encryption

Encfopk(m){
r ←Masy

k := G(r)
cm ← Encasyk (m)
h := H(r,m)
cr := Encasypk (r;h)

re turn c := cm ‖ cr
}

Listing 3.15: Original Decryption

Decfosk(cm ‖ cr){
r′ := Decasysk (cr)
k′ := G(r′)
m′ := Decsyk′ (cm)
h′ := H(r′,m′)
c′r := Encasypk (r′;h′)

if (cr 6= c′r) , r e turn ⊥
re turn m′

}

Listing 3.16: Revised Encryption

Encfopk(m){
r ←Masy

k := G(r)
cm ← Encsyk (m)
h := H(r, cm)
cr := Encasypk (r;h)

re turn c := cm ‖ cr
}

Listing 3.17: Revised Decryption

Decfosk(cm ‖ cr){
r′ := Decasysk (cr)
if (r′ 6∈ Masy) , r e turn ⊥
h′ := H(r, cm)
cr
′ := Encasypk (r′;h′)

if (cr 6= cr
′) , r e turn ⊥

k′ := G(r′)
re turn Decsyk′ (cm)

}

Security properties It is mentioned in [FO13, 84] that the original FOT from
[FO99] was only designed for a deterministic and bijective symmetric encryption
scheme. After removing this restriction in [FO13], the FOT can now be applied
to arbitrary eavesdropping secure symmetric encryption schemes. The notion of
Plaintext Awareness (PA) is also mentioned. Informally this security notion means
that “an adversary cannot create ciphertexts without knowing the corresponding
plaintext”[BR94, 101]. Plaintext Awareness was first introduced in [BR94] and
later refined in [BDPR98] to fix some inaccuracies. It is stated in [FO13, 84] that
the FO scheme obtained by the original FOT is PA-secure whereas the revised FO
scheme is not.

3.4 Comparison of Security Proofs

There are some differences between the proof in [FO13] and the proof presented
in this paper. The first difference is caused by different definitions of the security
properties (see Section 2.3). While [FO13] uses

2Pr[A wins a given experiment Exp]− 1 ≤ ε(n),
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3. Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

this thesis uses

Pr[A wins a given experiment Exp] ≤ 1

2
+ ε(n)′.

A major change was done to the order of games. Our first game is the same
as in [FO13]. We then switch to simulate the oracles G and H by the challenger.
This transition is made last in [FO13] and it is not stated if the ROs are simulated
by the challenger. The motivation behind this change was that the failure events
can be explained in a better way.

After switching to simulated ROs we constructed a decryption oracle that works
without a secret key and identified the failure event Bad. This event was also
used in [FO13] but in a slightly different way. [FO13] first needed to introduce the
notion of almost-valid ciphertexts because all ROs used {0, 1}∗ as domain and the
result of invoking the decryption algorithm on invalid ciphertexts was not specified
[FO13, 93].

Definition 3.13 (Almost-valid ciphertext [FO13, 92]). A correctly formed cipher-
text cm ‖ cr is called almost-valid with respect to (pk, sk) ∈

[
Genfo(1n)

]
on Πhy,

if and only if we have

cr = Encasypk (r;H(r, cm)), where r := Decasysk (cr).

The decryption of a invalid cr could result in a valid r′ in [FO13] and needed
to be further investigated. In this thesis however, the decryption algorithms of
the underlying asymmetric scheme may output a failure symbol ⊥6∈ Masy. As
decryption algorithms are deterministic, ⊥ means that the given ciphertext cr
is invalid under the assumption that sk is correct. We therefore do not need the
notion of an almost-valid ciphertext in this thesis and could simplify the definition
of Bad.

In our last game hop, we created the challenge ciphertext without querying
the oracles and identified the failure event Ask. This transition was divided into
two game hops in [FO13]. In the first of these steps, the oracles G and H are
modified by replacing the values G(r∗) with k̂ and H(r∗, c∗m) with ĥ. The challenge
ciphertext is then created such that

c∗m = Encsy
k̂

(mb) and c∗r = Encasypk (mb; ĥ). (3.14)

Also, the oracles are modified to answer with the replaced values, i.e. G returns
k̂ if r∗ is queried and H returns ĥ if (r∗, c∗m) is queried. According to [FO13, 93],
the oracle G is replaced with G′ which is identical to G except for the query (r∗).
Analogous, H is replaced with H ′. However it is not stated when exactly the
oracles are replaced. The first possibility would be that the oracles are replaced
in the initialization phase. This could explain the fact that k̂ and ĥ were called
“imaginary variables” – cm cannot be known before the Challenge Phase and
therefore it would be impossible to replace H(r∗, c∗m).
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3.4 Comparison of Security Proofs

Another possibility would be that G and H are replaced right after the challenge
has been created. The variables ĥ and k̂ are then set to the respective values

k̂ := G(r∗) and ĥ := H(r∗, c∗m).

In [FO13]’s final game hop, G′ and H ′ then were replaced again with G and H
but the challenge is created as in Equation 3.14. It is not specified how ĥ and k̂
are picked in this game. One possibility would be that they are picked uniformly
at random from their corresponding domains.

3.4.1 Final thoughts

Theorem 3.7 Let Πasy be a γ-spread (tasy, εasy)-OWE secure asymmetric en-
cryption scheme and let Πsy be a (tsy, εsy)-EAV secure symmetric encryption
scheme. Denote by T asy(n) the worst case of the running time of Encasypk (m)

for every m ∈Masy and every (pk, sk) ∈ [Genasy(1n)]. Let Πfo be the FO scheme
and let A be a (tfo, qHash, qDec)-adversary.

Πfo is (tfo, qHash, qDec, ε
fo)-CCA secure in the Random Oracle Model where

tfo(n) = min(tasy(n), tsy(n))− qHashO(n)− (qDec + 1)T asy(n) and (3.15)

εfo(n) = εsy(n) + qHashε
asy(n) + 2−γqDec. (3.16)

One can use the Theorem repeated above and Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 to estimate
what schemes need to be used in the FOT to get a specific level of security. To
do so, one fixes some values for qHash and qDec, and chooses two functions tfo and
εfo. We will give Example 3.14 to show how this could be done.

Example 3.14. Assume that we want to construct a (tfo, qHash, qDec, ε
fo)-CCA-RO

secure FO scheme, where

tfo(n) = 260 · n4 cycles,

qHash = 260,

qDec = 230, and

εfo(n) = 261−n.

We assume that sampling random oracle answer takes n cycles, regardless of what
is sampled and that T asy(n) = n2 cycles. We can use these values to estimate
how secure the asymmetric and the symmetric scheme need to be. We will first
estimate tasy and tsy and then proceed to find possible solutions for εasy and εsy.
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3. Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

Equation 3.15 can be rephrased as

min(tasy(n), tsy(n)) = tfo(n) + qHashO(n) + (qDec + 1)T asy(n).

We then define a new function tmin as the lower bound of both tasy and tsy:

tmin(n) := 260 · n4 + 260 · n+ (230 + 1) · n2.

By Theorem 3.7 we can estimate some values to fulfill our security requirement
εfo(n) ≤ 261−n. Possible solutions would be εsy(n) = 259−n, εasy(n) = 2−n, and
γ = n which would result in

εfo(n) = 259−n + 260 · 2−n + 230 · 2−n ≈ 260.58−n ≤ 261−n.

Therefore a possible solution in this example would be to use a n-spread (tmin, 2−n)-
OWE secure asymmetric encryption scheme and a (tmin, 240−n)-EAV secure sym-
metric encryption scheme. In Table 3.2 some example values for these schemes
and the resulting FO scheme are listed.

Table 3.2: Example values for an asymmetric, a symmetric, and the resulting
Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme

n tmin(n) εasy(n) tmin(n) εsy(n) tfo(n) εfo(n)
61 283.72 2−61 283.72 2−21 283.72 1

100 286.58 2−100 286.58 2−60 286.58 2−39

121 287.68 2−121 287.68 2−81 287.68 2−60

One can easily see in this table that n = 61 may be a secure choice for the
asymmetric scheme but is insecure for the resulting FO scheme: The adversary
can gain an advantage of εfo = 1 for n ≤ 61. A better choice would be n = 121
which reduces the adversary’s advantage against the Fujisaki-Okamoto scheme to
2−60.

One-Time Padded Fujisaki-Okamoto Scheme Fujisaki and Okamoto intro-
duced a variant of the FO scheme that utilizes a one-time pad based encryption
scheme. Assume that the underlying symmetric scheme is a One-Time Pad (OTP)
encryption scheme defined over {0, 1}l(n) as follows:

Enck(m) On input m ∈ {0, 1}l(n) and k ∈ {0, 1}l(n), output c = k ⊕m.

Deck(c) On input c ∈ {0, 1}l(n) and k ∈ {0, 1}l(n), output m = k ⊕ c.

The One-Time Pad encryption scheme as described above is perfectly secure
which means that it is a (∞, 0)-EAV secure encryption scheme [KL07, 35][FO13,
90].
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Corollary 3.15. Let Πasy be a γ-spread (tasy, εasy)-OWE secure asymmetric en-
cryption and let Πsy a OTP encryption scheme. Let G : Masy → {0, 1}l(n) and
H :Masy×{0, 1}l(n) → Rasy. The FO scheme is (tfo, qHash, qDec, ε

fo)-CCA secure
in the ROM where

tfo(n) = tasy(n)− qHashO(n)− (qDec + 1)T asy(n) and

εfo(n) = qHashε
asy(n) + 2−γqDec

Proof of Corollary 3.15 ([FO13, 90]). As mentioned, the One-Time Pad encryp-
tion scheme is (∞, 0)-EAV secure. Therefore Equation 3.15 can be simplified to

tfo(n) = tasy(n)− qHashO(n)− (qDec + 1)T asy(n),

and Equation 3.16 can be simplified to

εfo(n) = qHashε
asy(n) + 2−γqDec.

One can easily see that the usage of a OTP simplifies the equations for tfo(n)
and εfo(n). Nonetheless, using the OTP encryption scheme is impractical for big
messages. Assume that we want to sent 1 GigaByte messages, i.e. Msy = 230. To
encrypt such a message one needs a one-time key k ∈ {0, 1}230 – which further re-
quires that there is a hash function G mapping values onto {0, 1}230 . Constructing
such a hash function may be possible but also seems very impractical.
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Proposal: The Fujisaki-Okamoto-Transformation

Jan Lippert

1 Introduction

One important goal of cryptography is to ensure confidentiality by providing
secure communications via encryption. To prove the security of different en-
cryption schemes, a formalized model is used: adversaries play “games” that
model specific attacks against a challenger. In the main part of these games,
the adversary chooses two messages of equal length; one of these is encrypted
by the challenger and the ciphertext is given to the adversary. The adversary
then has to guess which of his messages has been encrypted. Different attack
types are modeled in the strength of the adversary – the stronger the attack,
the more possibilities the adversary has. Furthermore, we only consider proba-
bilistic polynomial-time adversaries.

The weakest attack is the so called eavesdropping attack in which the ad-
versary only knows his two messages and the encryption of one message – and
in the case of public key encryption the corresponding public key. If the adver-
sary can distinguish between the encryptions of his messages with a probability
that is only negligible better than random guessing, the encryption scheme is
called to have indistinguishable encryptions in the presence of an eavesdropper.
Informally, negligible probability means that this event is so unlikely to occur
that it can be ignored for all practical purposes [6, p. 57]. In a chosen plain-
text attack, the adversary gains access to an encryption oracle compared to an
eavesdropping attack. This means that he can submit messages of his choice to
that encryption oracle and is given the encryptions back [6, p. 338ff].

In a chosen ciphertext attack (CCA), the attacker gains access to both an
encryption and a decryption oracle. The adversary can submit ciphertexts of
his choice to the decryption oracle and is given the corresponding decryptions.
The challenge ciphertext itself may not be submitted to the oracle though –
otherwise the attacker would always win. An encryption scheme that is secure
in this case has indistinguishable encryptions in the presence of a chosen cipher-
text attack [6, p. 103]. CCA-indistinguishability implies that an adversary is
unable to “logically manipulate” a given ciphertext, i.e. every result of that
manipulation is either an invalid ciphertext or has no relation to the original
message [6, p. 104]. One example for a CCA in reality would be the so called
“lunchtime attack” in which the adversary can temporarily access the hardware
needed for decryption [5, p. 90].

Because public key encryption schemes are relatively slow when used for
large messages, hybrid encryption schemes are used in practice. In a “straight-
forward” hybrid scheme the message is encrypted using a symmetric scheme and
a randomly chosen one-time key k. Then, k is encrypted using the public key
encryption scheme [6, p. 347]. One drawback of this straightforward approach is
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that in general these hybrid encryption schemes are CCA-indistinguishable only
when the underlying asymmetric and symmetric encryption schemes both are
CCA-indistinguishable [3]. Fujisaki and Okamoto introduced a transformation
that removes this restriction[4, 5]: CCA-indistinguishable hybrid encryption
schemes can be obtained from encryption schemes that have weaker security
notions than CCA-indistinguishability: the symmetric scheme needs to be one-
time secure which means that the scheme has secure encryption in the presence
of an eavesdropper when every key is used once [5, p. 89]. The asymmetric
scheme on the other hand only has to be a one-way encryption scheme. This
means that an adversary A has only a negligible probability to find any correct
plaintext to a given ciphertext c, i.e. A outputs an m that - when encrypted -
can result in c [5, p. 87f].

The hybrid scheme obtained by applying the FOT uses some hash functions
which are modeled as random oracles in the security proof. A random oracle is
an idealized model of cryptographic hash functions. Informally, a random oracle
can be described as a public, randomly-chosen function that can be evaluated
by “querying” values to it; for every query the oracle returns a value which is
picked uniformly at random from its range. The random oracle model is called a
“middle ground between a fully-rigorous proof of security [...] and no proof”[6,
p. 460f].

The idea of the random oracle model is to proof the security of an encryption
scheme in an idealized world. The only problem could be the real-life instan-
tiation of the hash function – if this instantiation is not “good enough” the
encryption scheme becomes insecure [6, p. 459]. Canetti et. al have shown that
there are theoretical contrived constructions that are secure in the random ora-
cle model but are insecure in the standard model - no matter how the random
oracle is instantiated [2]. However, there have been few successful attacks on
practical schemes that were proven secure in the random oracle model [6, p.
468].

2 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a detailed understanding of the Fujisaki-
Okamoto transformation from the viewpoint of modern cryptography.

The first goal of this work is to convert the notation used in [5] to a more
standard notation like the notation used in [6]. The definitions of the different
security properties like one-time secure symmetric encryption and γ-spread will
be also converted into a more standard notation. Since these properties are not
used very often and can be labeled as “non-standard”, they will be compared
to the standard definitions like CPA and CCA and explained in detail using
examples.

The generic conversion of the FOT and the security results will be reviewed.
The proof for the main theorems will be revisited, completed, and presented
in detail. First these proofs will be analyzed. Parts that need clarification
or further explanations will be identified. In a second step, the proofs will
be completed, and clarified as necessary. In particular, the details of game-
hopping technique will be worked out. This technique is used to approximate the
adversary’s unknown probability to win in a specific game. To do so, the game is
altered step by step until the adversary’s probability to win can be computed[3].
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In addition to the general explanation of game-hopping technique, the different
games used in [5] will be explained in detail. The reductions between the games
will be reviewed and clarified. In the final step, the proofs for the main theorems
will be rewritten in the notation of [6]. In particular we will use the modern
notation of random oracles.

Optional: FOT and identity-based encryption systems Although the
FOT was designed to be used for standard encryption schemes, it has nonethe-
less been suggested to apply the FOT in identiy-based (e.g. [1]) and attribute
based encryption schemes (e.g. [7]). Unfortunately, no general way to apply the
FOT to these schemes is known.

After completing the proof, different applications of this transformation for
identity-based encryption schemes will be investigated. Then an attempt is
made to derive a general method of applying the FOT in identity-based encryp-
tion schemes.

3 Schedule

Task Weeks
Basic Research 1-5
Security proof of FOT: Analysis 6-8

Completion 9-15
Rewrite 16-17

(Optional) FOT and identity-based encryption schemes 18-19
Thesis Review 20-21
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